
Abstract 

 

 

The erosion of a sense of nationalism Indonesian citizens become the driving fakor 

songwriter creates song "Be a Legend". The song "Be a Legend" means the spirit of 

nationality / nationalism and unity aimed at young people to make them aware that a 

nation state was built from a pluralistic society, the community spirit really strong 

resolve to build a future together, regardless of differences in religion, race, skin color 

(bertatto), ethnic, or other primordial ties by promoting a sense of national unity. It is 

expected that the younger generation to continue the struggle to be the pioneer of the 

inspiration to make changes. The band SID spoke through the means of music. SID 

regarded as an expression of their dealers the most effective and they believe with their 

song can make changes for the better. SID music works around the issue of 

implementing them, it makes them strong idealistic. This study aims to determine the 

meaning contained in the lyrics of the song titled Superman Is Dead "Be a Legend" with 

regard to the meaning of national spirit and unity, and to know the message symbols are 

used in the lyrics of Be legend. In this study using the qualitative research. By using 

semiotic methods belong Saussure who see that meaning arises when there is an 

association or relationship between absentia 'marked' (signified) and 'the mark' 

(singnifier). Preparation of research that does not use the qualitative method of data 

statistik.Hasil this study is the first meaning of the spirit of nationalism and unity. it is 

clearly evident and addressed to the younger generation to promote a sense of culturally 

diverse, continue the struggle pahlawandan SIDyaitu the spirit of nationalism. And 

preserving grace of God given the wealth of nature and culture. All kinds of natural 

wealth and cultural diversity that Indonesia has made us proud of our homeland 

Indonesia in love and willing to sacrifice for Indonesia. 


